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2 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
1. Distance = Speed * ______



3 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
2. 1 mile = ____ km.



4 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
3. 1 hour = _______ seconds.



5 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
4. 1 kmph = _____ m/s.



6 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
5. 1 m/s = ______ kmph.



7 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
6. If speed of boat = b. and speed of water = w. 
 
A. Speed of boat down stream = ______? 
 
B. Speed of boat up stream = ______?



8 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
7. Relative speed of two objects moving in same direction is _______ of their
    speeds.



9 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
8. Relative speeds of two objects moving in opposite direction is _______ of their 
    speeds.



10 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
9. Work = _____ * Time.



11 CONCEPT QUESTIONS
10. If we mix two items with average price being Rs. 60/kg and Rs. 100/kg 
      respectively, then it must be the case that the average (a) must be between?



12 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
1. What is the distance a plane can travel from 1:45 am to 8:00 am flying at the 

rate of 120 mph?



13 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
2. Mr. Smith left his house at 7:30 a.m. and drove at a rate of 50 mph until 10:00 
    a.m. He then stopped for half an hour. At what rate must he now travel in order 
    to get to work by noon if he still has 105 miles to go?



14 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
 



15 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
4. A boy walks at a rate of 5 mph for 2 hours and then rides his bike at a rate of 12 
    mph for 3 hours. What is his average rate for the entire trip?



16 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
5. A plane travels X miles during the first 2 hours of a trip and Y miles during the 
    last 3 hours of the trip. What was the average rate for the entire trip?



17 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
6. Two cars travel in opposite directions starting from the same point. One car 
    travels at a rate of 40 mph, and the other car travels at a rate 54 mph. How long 
    will it take for the two cars to be 188 miles apart?



18 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
7. How many minutes would it take for a fire engine to get to a fire X miles away if 
    it travels at a rate of Y mph?



19 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
8. A boat travels at 18 kmph for X hours. Another boat travels at 18 kmph for (X-3) 
    hours. How much farther does the first boat travel compared to the second 
    boat?



20 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
9. One boy can deliver newspapers on his route in 1 ¼ hours. Another boy who 
    takes his place one day takes 15 minutes longer to deliver these papers. 
    How long would it take to deliver the papers if the two boys worked together?
 
A. 22 ¼ min 
B. 37 ½ min
C. 40 min
D. 50 min
E. 65 min



21 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
10. A contractor estimates that he can paint a house in 5 days by using 6 men. 
      If he actually uses only 5 men for the job, how many days will they take to 
      paint the house?
 
A. 5
B. 5 ¼
C. 5 ½
D. 6 
E. 6 ½



22 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
 



23 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
12. Four tractors working together can plow a field in 12 hours. How long (in 
      hrs) will it take 6 tractors to plow a field of the same size, if all tractors work 
      at the same rate?
 
A. 6 
B. 9 
C. 10
D. 18  
E. 8



24 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
 



25 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
14. Steven can mow a lawn in 20 minutes and Bernard can the lawn in 30 
      minutes. How long will they take working together to mow the lawn?
 
A. 10 min 
B. 12.5 min
C. 15 min 
D. 25 min
E. 12 min



26 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
15. It takes Bert an hour to do a job that Harry can do in 40 minutes. One 
      morning they worked together for 12 minutes, then Bert went away and 
      Harry finished the job. How long did it take him to finish the work after Bert 
      left?
 
A. 8 min 
B. 16 min
C. 20 min 
D. 28 min
E. 33 min



27 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
 



28 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
17. It was calculated that 75 men could complete a strip on a new highway in 20 
      days. When work was scheduled to commence, it was found necessary to 
      send 25 men on another road project. How much longer will take to 
      complete the strip?
 
A. 10 days
B. 20 days
C. 30 days
D. 40 days 
E. 60 days



29 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
 



30 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
19. Adam and Peter can finish painting a wall in x hours working together. 
      Adam takes y hours more than Peter to finish the same work when they 
      work alone. 

Column A Column B

Number of hours Adam 
takes to finish the same 

work alone x-y



31 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
20. If Roger were 32 years older, he would be three times as old as he is now. 
      How old is Roger?



32 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
21. Brad is 12 years older than Sam. If Brad were 8 years older than he is now, 
      he would be twice as old as Sam. How old is Sam now? 



33 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
22. Barrie is now 2 years older than Krista. In 15 years Barrie's age will be 2 
      years more than twice Krista's age now. How old will Barrie be in 6 years?



34 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
23. John is now 10 years older than Marcus. Three times John's age 5 years 
      from now will be the same as five times Marcus's age 5 years ago. How old 
      is John now?



35 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
24. In 1 year, Kristen will be four times as old as Danielle. Ten years from then, 
      Kristen will only be twice as old as Danielle. How old is Kristen now?



36 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
25. A woman was 30 years old when her daughter was born. Her age is now 6 
      years more than three times her daughter's age. How old will the daughter 
      be in 5 years?



37 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
26. Ralph's age is currently 3 years more than twice Joe's age. But 3 years ago, 
      Ralph was four times as old as Joe was then. How old will Joe be in 10 
      years?



38 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
27. Lisa is 15 years old and her father is 40. How many years ago was the 
      father six times as old as Lisa?



39 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
28. Tom is three times as old as Leigh Ann. In 7 years, the sum of half of Tom's 
      age and a third of Leigh Ann's age will be the same as Tom's age now. How 
      old will Tom be in 7 years?



40 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
29. How much silver valued at $4 per gram must be mixed with gold valued at 
      $24 per gram to obtain 30 grams of an alloy worth $12 per gram?



41 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
30. A 200-gram solution is 75% salt. How much pure water must be added to 
      produce a solution that is 60% salt?



42 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
31. Tickets to a concert cost $15 for the balcony and $20 for an orchestra seat. 
      If 540 tickets were sold for a total price of $9,750. How many balcony tickets
     were sold? 



43 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
32. How many pounds of cashews valued at $2.00 per pound must be mixed 
      with 30 pounds of peanuts valued at 80 cents per pound to produce a 
      mixture worth $ 1.25 per pound? 



44 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
33. How many ounces of pure water must be added to 20 ounces of a 10% salt 
      solution to produce a 6% salt solution? 



45 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
34. In a container, there are 60 ounces of a solution that is 20% acid. How 
      many ounces of pure acid must be added to produce a solution that is 25% 
      acid? 



46 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
35. A boy has 34 coins in his pocket consisting of nickels and dimes. If the total 
      value of the coins is $2.20, how many nickels does he have? 



47 APPLICATION QUESTIONS
36. If the price of grass seed has increased from 5 pounds for $10.00 to 3 
      pounds for $ 10.00, how many fewer pounds can now be bought for $6.00 
      then could be brought before? 
 
A. 0.2
B. 0.3
C. 0.8
D. 1.2
E. 1.5



Homework 48


